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Two observations

1. Values can influence deemed ‘facts’
• Scientific & social uncertainties associated with climate 

change make it particularly conducive to players making 
conscious or unconscious selective choices about what is 
‘convincing’ evidence

2. Values strongly determine ‘belief’ in climate 
change and what is deemed ‘reasonable’ & 
‘appropriate’ adaptation

o Both draw on well established points of view in Phil of Science 
and more rarely, scientists (e.g. Hulme, 2009). 



An example

o Two recent public events in Canberra
• ANU Public Forum: ‘Climate and Climate Change: ask an 

expert’
• Lord Monckton Tour@ Press Club

• Contrasting presented evidence



Figure 19: Northern Hemisphere reconstructed temperature change since 200AD

Source: Allison et al. (2009) The Copenhagen Diagnosis, 2009: Updating the World on the Latest 
Climate Science The University of New South Wales Climate Change Research Centre , Sydney, 
Australia  www.copenhagendiagnosis.com



Example

Figure 1 Mean global surface temperature anomalies (°C), 2001-2008

Source :APS Physics (no date) Climate sensitivity reconsidered 
http://www.aps.org/units/fps/newsletters/200807/monckton.cfm



Figure 4: Global Temperature Change since 1980 from GISS 
data

Source: Allison et al. (2009) The Copenhagen Diagnosis, 2009: Updating the World on the Latest 
Climate Science The University of New South Wales Climate Change Research Centre , Sydney, 
Australia  www.copenhagendiagnosis.com

Figure 4: Global Temperature Change since 1980 from GISS data



Implications for adaptation policy

o Emerging diminishment of public confidence in 
the science of climate change 
• (Many) skeptics’ arguments highlight uncertainties in 

science rather than being refutations
• Fuels public doubt  -
• e.g. ‘given x is not as certain as has been made out, 

perhaps y and z are also not certain?’
• Gets magnified and repackaged as disbelief



Example

Source: Graf et al. (2009) Stable-isotope records from Dronning Maud Land, Antarctica  Annals of 
Glaciology ,35, 195 - 201



Example

Source:  Bale et al. (2010) Temporal stability in bristlecone pine tree-ring stable oxygen isotope 
chronologies over the last two centuries The Holocene,20,  3-6

Figure 2 Annual δ18O chronologies at Methuselah Walk (consisting of one tree before 1855 and 
average of two trees thereafter, Berkelhammer and Stott, 2008). Methuselah Walk (one tree 1850 
to 2008), Blanco Mountain six-tree pooled series (1770 to 2005), and δ18O of 5-yr ring groups
(Leavitt and Long, 1992) from earlier collections at Methuselah Walk (four-tree pooled series) and 
Patriarch Grove (four-tree pooled series)



Implications for adaptation policy

o Given present [uncertainties] surrounding climate 
change science
• Benefit from catering for the range of present views 

concerning climate change (‘believers’, ‘skeptics’, 
‘disbelievers’)

• Also cater for diverse & often conflicting range of views 
concerning what constitutes ‘reasonable’ and ‘appropriate’
adaptation



Proposed improvements to 
adaptation policy

1. Deal better with uncertainty
• Science and policy to make identified uncertainties 

more explicit
• Understand climate change adaptation as an 

exercise in risk management
• New framework for science and policy to 

accommodate ‘science in an uncertain world’



Proposed improvements to 
adaptation policy II

2. Frame relevant policies to address an established 
environmental problem (e.g. drought) as well as 
addressing possible impacts associated with climate 
change

• Greater chance of arriving at sound adaptation policy & 
supporting appropriate individual adaptive behaviours, with 
less interference from polarised debates between 
‘believers’, ‘skeptics’ and ‘disbelievers’. 



Example

Source: Cook E.R., Palmer J.G., D’Arrigo R.D. (2002), Evidence for a ‘Medieval Warm Period’ in a 
1,100 year tree-ring reconstruction of past austral summer temperatures in New Zealand", Geophysical 
Research Letters, 29, 1-4

Figure 1. The Oroko Swamp silver pine tree-ring chronology (1a) covering the period A.D. 700–
1999, with overlaid 50-year smoothing (thick red line) and bootstrap 95% confidence intervals (thin 
blue lines).


